Sunway’s new technology link
MoU signed to acquire latest Linux system

By R.V. Veera

HOLDING true to its commitment in providing students with the latest technology and in tune with the needs of a changing marketplace, Sunway College has acquired a state-of-the-art computer system.

Recently, the college signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Donovan Systems to acquire its premier Penguin 64-bit system for the Linux OS.

"We want our students to be in the forefront of the next generation of business leaders, industry movers and shakers, innovative technopreneurs and futuristic thinkers," said college principal Elizabeth Lee.

Sunway College’s School of IT and Multimedia (SITM) continues to develop the links with industry and are nurturing its graduates for jobs in the digital age.

It has already established formidable links with more than a dozen top names in the multimedia sector including Microsoft Press, Micro Mediware Technologies, Oracle, ICM (Institute of Commercial Management), IMIS (Institute for the Management of Information Systems), Sun Microsystems, Information Technology Competency (ITC) Standards Sdn Bhd, FACT, UBS Corporation, Popkin Software, MI-MOS and G-Lab.

"With these partnerships, we shall have a strong indigenous technology-based programmes at SITM to nurture future local technopreneurs," said SITM director Kanendran T.A.

SITM has a new Multimedia Production Lab which consists of four state-of-the-art purpose-built rooms: Multimedia Room, Audio Recording Room, Audio Production Room and Video Production Room.

The Video Production Room would have Video Players, VCD players, TVs, etc, to enable video editing and production and students would have access to digital and video cameras, lighting kits, and many more equipment to enable them to capture sound and visual from elsewhere.

"We are also constantly adding to and boosting our current expertise to ensure that we are able to provide market-driven courses," said Kanendran.

Sunway SITM will launch an online new honours degree programme, the Bachelor of Science (Hons) in Computing from the University of Portsmouth.

The programme allows students to study using the Internet Virtual Learning University and earn a degree recognised worldwide.


For details on courses, parent and students are invited to Sunway College’s Open Day on Dec 10. For more information, call 03-7358622, fax: 03-7358633, e-mail: info@sunwayk.edu.my or visit website: www.sunwayk.edu.my